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“The recession triggered by COVID-19 is prompting
consumers to scrutinise their spending. The extensive
private label presence on the one hand and the myriad of
small specialist brands on the other leave mainstream
brands faced with a formidable task to prove their value.”
– Angharad Goode, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the pet food market
Product launch activity trends and opportunities for 2020
Pet food feeding and buying behaviour
The heightened focus on health and wellbeing of pets and key benefits owners look for

30% of dog/cat food buyers express interest in pet food made from lab-grown meat. This links to the
wider interest in sustainable ingredients in pet food, an extension of people showing more
consideration for their own diets’ impact on the environment.
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While COVID-19 prompted stockpiling of pet food, snacks and treats were the only segment to enjoy a
lasting uplift in sales. Longer term, however, the outbreak is expected to bring about more working
from home, which could facilitate higher pet ownership, boosting the demand for pet food.
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The economic downturn triggered by COVID-19 stands to prompt consumers to trade down in pet food,
with 46% of dog/cat food buyers saying this is a good way of saving money. The extensive private
label offering that has developed since the last recession offers vast opportunities for such
economising. Financial hardship or uncertainty could also see people delay acquiring pets, curbing the
growth of the pet population.
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Products that support pet health offer a lot of potential in the market. Heart health, digestive health
and supporting the immune system are dog/cat food buyers’ key areas of interest. With each of these
claims appearing only on a minority of launches, there is marked further potential in these areas, while
these claims also warrant more focus in communication.
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COVID-19 will put pressure on brands as half of dog/cat food buyers think trading down is a good way to save money
COVID-19 sees people limit time in-store and prompts shift to online
Taste is top priority for dog/cat food buyers
Strong potential for pet food positioned for pets’ needs, widespread interest in sustainability
Heart and digestive health are dog/cat food buyers’ top priorities

Impact of COVID-19 on Consumer Behaviour
Focus on immune health and weight management extends to pets
COVID-19 sees people limit time in-store and prompts shift to online
Figure 35: Shopping online more and trying to limit time spent in-store since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, 10-17 September
2020
Pets At Home and online specialists report growth
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Spotlight on the environment

Pet Food Feeding Behaviour
Manufactured cat and dog food is owners’ go-to choice
Figure 36: Feeding cats and dogs shop-bought and homemade food, May 2020
Wet food more popular for cats than dogs
Figure 37: Types of cat and dog food bought, May 2020

Purchase Drivers for Pet Food
Taste is top priority for dog/cat food buyers
Figure 38: Purchase drivers for pet food dog/cat food buyers, May 2020
Marketing centred on taste remains firmly warranted
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Healthiness sways three in five buyers

Attitudes towards Pet Food
Strong potential for pet food positioned for pets’ needs
Figure 40: Attitudes towards pet food among dog/cat food buyers, May 2020
Over half drawn to sustainable ingredients – but few prioritise them
A role for alternative proteins
Three in 10 claim interest in lab-grown meat
Just 14% of launches made environmentally-friendly product claims in 2019
Figure 41: Examples of pet food launches featuring environmentally-friendly product claims, 2019-20

Behaviours Related to Pet Food
Half think trading down is a good way to save money
Figure 42: Behaviours related to pet food among dog/cat food buyers, May 2020
Brands face growing pressure to prove their value
… while many buy premium pet food as a treat

Ideal Functional Benefits of Pet Food
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Heart and digestive health are pet food buyers’ top priorities
Figure 43: Ideal functional benefits of pet food among dog/cat food buyers, May 2020
Heart health warrants more visibility
Figure 44: Examples of pet food products featuring heart & cardiovascular system claims, 2019-20
Interest in pet digestive health mirrors that in human digestive health
15% of launches made digestion claims in 2019
Figure 45: Examples of pet food products featuring digestion claims, April-June 2020
Over half want pet food to support immune health
Figure 46: Examples of pet food products featuring immune system claims, 2017-19
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